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Abstract
Elementary Algebraic Geometry can be described as study of zeros of polynomials with integer degrees,
this idea can be naturally carried over to ‘polynomials’ with rational degree. This paper explores affine varieties,
tangent space and projective space for such polynomials and notes the differences and similarities between rational
and integer degrees. The line bundles O (n),n ∈Q are also constructed and their Cˇech cohomology computed.
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The study of algebraic geometry begins with zeros of polynomials in a ring k[X]. In this tract it is shown that
the ideas of algebraic geometry can be naturally carried over to polynomials of rational degree, for example
X1/2 −Y 2 = 0. The ring of rational degree polynomials will be denoted as k[X]Q, where k is algebraically closed
and is thus of infinite cardinality.
In section 1 the polynomial rings with rational degree are constructed via direct limit and affine algebraic sets are
defined in section 2. These rings are Non Noetherian but they are Bézout and coherent as shown in lemma 1.6 and
proposition 1.7.
Lemma. The ring k[T ]Q is a Bézout Domain.
Proposition. Let R be a noetherian ring then R[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q is coherent.
The Nullstellensatz is proven in theorem 2.9.
Theorem. Let k be algebraically closed and uncountable and I ( k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q be a proper ideal. Then V (I) is non
empty.
The lemmas and results corresponding to Noether Normalization are proved in section 3. Finite fields with degree
Z[1/p]≥0 are introduced in section 4.1 and the following result for finite fields is proved in theorem 4.6.
Theorem. Let V ⊂An,W ⊂ Am and U ⊂ Aℓ be algebraic sets as defined in section 4.1.
1. A polynomial map φ : V → W induces a k-algebra homomorphism φ∗ : k[W ]Z[1/p] → k[V ]Z[1/p], defined by
composition of functions; that is, if g ∈ k[W ]Z[1/p] is a polynomial function then so is φ∗(g) = g ◦φ.
2. If φ : V →W and ϕ :W →U are polynomial maps then (ϕ ◦φ)∗ = φ∗ ◦ϕ∗.
3. If Φ : k[W ]→ k[V ] then it is of the form Φ = φ∗ where φ : V →W is a unique polynomial map.
Projective geometry begins in section 5, the line bundles O (n),n ∈ Q are constructed in section 8, and their
cohomology computed in theorem 8.1 and 8.2.
Theorem. Let S = R[X0, . . . ,Xn]Q and X = Proj S , then for any n ∈Q
1. There is an isomorphism S ≃ ⊕n∈QH0(X,OX (n)).
2. Hn(X,OX (−n− 1)) is a free module of infinite rank.
Theorem. Let S = R[X0, . . . ,Xn]Q and X = Proj R, then H
i(X,OX (m)) = 0 if 0 < i < n.
Tangent spaces are constructed in section 9. The applications are given in section 11, these include embeddings of
degree one, perfectoid algebras and fractional blow up algebras.
1 Rational Degree
The ring of polynomials with rational degrees can be constructed by formally attaching X1/i , i ∈ Z>0 to the ring
k[X] and is denoted as k[X]Q. Since, all possible denominators i ∈ Z>0 are attached, all Xa/ba,b ∈ Z>0 lie in the
ring k[X]Q.
It is also possible to use direct limit for construction of k[X]Q. The advantage of this construction is the fact that
direct limit is an exact functor, thus short exact sequences in k[X] can be carried over to k[X]Q.
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1.1 Rational degree via Direct Limit
1.1 Construction. Consider the following inclusions
(1.1) k[X] ⊆ k[X,X1/2] ⊆ k[X,X1/2,X1/3] ⊆ . . . ⊆ lim−−→
i
k[X,. . . ,X1/i ] =
⋃
i
k[X,. . . ,X1/i ]
The above construction can be carried onto multiple variables
(1.2)
k[X1, . . . ,Xn] ⊆ k[X1,X1/21 , . . . ,Xn,X1/2n ] ⊆ k[X1,X1/21 ,X1/31 , . . . ,Xn,X1/2n ,X1/3n ] ⊆ . . .
. . . ⊆ lim−−→
i
k[X1, . . . ,X
1/i
1 , . . . ,Xn . . . ,X
1/i
n ] =
⋃
i
k[X1, . . . ,X
1/i
1 , . . . ,Xn, . . . ,X
1/i
n ]
1.2 Definition. The following notation will be used throughout
(1.3)
k[X]Q =
⋃
i
k[X,. . . ,X1/i ]
k[X1, . . . ,Xn]Q =
⋃
i
k[X1, . . . ,X
1/i
1 , . . . ,Xn, . . . ,X
1/i
n ]
Further constructions for multivariate case are as follows:
1.3 Construction. 1. The multivariate case can also be obtained inductively. First construct the ring k[X]Q
and denote it as R and attach attach Y 1/i , i ∈Z>0 as in (1.1) to get
R[Y ] ⊆ R[Y,Y 1/2] ⊆ . . . ⊆ lim−−→
i
R[Y, . . . ,Y 1/i ] =
⋃
i
R[Y, . . . ,Y 1/i ] = k[X,Y ]Q.
2. Construction via tensor products
(1.4) k[X1, . . . ,Xn]Q = k[X1]Q ⊗k · · · ⊗k k[Xn]Q,
where each k[Xi]Q is constructed as in (1.1). In fact, the above construction is an application of direct limit
to tensor product and the observation that lim−−→(A⊗B) = lim−−→A⊗ lim−−→B.
k[X,Y ]Q = lim−−→
i
k[X,. . . ,X1/i ]⊗k lim−−→
i
k[Y, . . . ,Y 1/i ] = lim−−→
i
k[X,. . . ,X1/i ,Y , . . . ,Y 1/i ]
1.4 Lemma. For each i the following inclusions hold
(1.5) k[X,. . . ,X1/i ] ⊆ k[Y ] and k[X1, . . . ,X1/i1 , . . . ,Xn, . . . ,X1/in ] ⊆ k[Y1, . . . ,Yn]
Proof. Let ℓ = least common multiple of (1, . . . , i) then X1/ℓ 7→ Y gives the first inclusion. The second inclusion is
obtained from X1/ℓj 7→ Yj for 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
1.5 Lemma. Let f ∈ k[T ]Q, then f has only finitely many zeros.
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Proof. It is well known that a polynomial with integer degree has finitely many zeros. The idea is to convert any
rational degree polynomial into an integer degree polynomial by substitution. Find the least common multiple of
the denominators of rational degree of T and denote it by d . Make the substitution T 1/d 7→ X . This will give a
polynomial in k[X] with integer degrees and solution say X = a, (since k is assumed to be algebraically closed)
which gives T = ad . Thus, giving finitely many roots for f .
Recall that Bézout domain is an integral domain in which every finitely generated ideal is principal.
1.6 Lemma. The ring k[T ]Q is a Bézout Domain.
Proof. First, notice that k[T ]Q is not a principal ideal domain, since the ideal 〈X,X1/2,X1/3, . . .〉 cannot be gener-
ated by a single element. Let I be a finitely generated ideal of k[T ]Q =
⋃
i k[T
1/i ], the finiteness of I forces it to
lie in one of the rings k[T 1/i ] which by a change of variable T 1/i 7→ X is a principal ideal domain k[X], thus the
ideal I is generated by a single element.
1.7 Proposition. Let R be a noetherian ring then R[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q is coherent.
Proof. Let J = (f1, . . . , fr ) be a finitely generated ideal in the ring, then finite generation of J forces it to lie in the
ring Bi for i large enough, where
(1.6) Bi = R[T1, . . . ,T
1/i
1 , . . . ,Tn, . . . ,T
1/i
n ] and lim−−→
i
Bi = R[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q.
Since, Bi is Noetherian there is a finite presentation of the form
(1.7) B
m1
i → B
m2
i → J→ 0.
Applying the direct limit to the above gives the required result.
(1.8) (R[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q)
m1 → (R[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q)m2 → J→ 0.
1.8 Remark. The above lemmas show that each of the ring k[X,. . . ,X1/i ] is noetherian but the ring k[X]Q is
non-noetherian. Consider the non terminating chain of ideals (X) ( (X1/2) ( . . . ( (X1/2
i
) ( . . .
2 Affine Algebraic Sets
Fix a field k and an integer n and let A := k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q be the ring of polynomials with rational degrees
in n indeterminates and coefficients in k. If F(T1, . . . ,Tn) ∈ A, a point x = (x1, . . . ,xn) ∈ kn is a zero of F if
F(x1, . . . ,xn) = 0.
2.1 Definition. Let S be a subset of k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q and let V (S) denote the subset of k
n formed by common zeros
of all elements of S . The subsets of kn of this type will be called affine algebraic set defined by S .
(2.1) V (S) = {x ∈ kn such that F(x) = 0 for all F ∈ S}.
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The affine algebraic sets form the closed sets of the Zariski Topology on kn, some of its properties are listed below.
2.2 Remark. Let A = k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q
1. V is inclusion reversing, if S1 ⊆ S2 ⊆ A then V (S1) ⊇ V (S2).
2. Multiple polynomials can define the same affine algebraic set. For example, V (T 2) = V (T ) = V (T 1/2).
2.3 Definition. Let a be an ideal of k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q, then the set V (a) will be called the closed sets of k
n.
2.4 Proposition. The closed sets define the Zariski topology.
Proof. Let A = k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q
1. V (0) = kn and V (1) =∅.
2. V (ab) = V (a∩ b) = V (a)∪V (b) for a,b ∈ A.
Since, ab ⊆ a∩ b ⊆ a,b applying V (−) reverses the inclusion V (ab) ⊇ V (a∩ b) ⊇ V (a)∪V (b). On the other
hand, if x < V (a) and x ∈ V (ab), there exists a ∈ a such that a(x) , 0 and for all b ∈ b,a(x)b(x) = 0 implying
b(x) = 0 or x ∈ V (b).
3. For a family of ideal ai ∈ A with i ∈ I the following holds
(2.2)
⋂
i∈I
V (ai ) = V

⋃
i∈I
ai
 = V

∑
i∈I
ai

2.5 Remark. Recall that C[X]/(X − a) = C for a ∈ C, this can be re-written as
(2.3)
C[X]
(X − a), (X2 − a2), · · · , (X i − ai ), · · · =
C[X]
X − a = C for i ∈Z>0.
The first equality comes from the fact that (X −a) ⊃ (X2 −a2) ⊃ · · · ⊃ (X i −ai) ⊃ · · · . The above can be adapted for
C[X]Q as
(2.4)
C[X]Q
(X − a), . . . , (X1/i − a1/i ), . . . = C for i ∈Z>0,
giving an example of a infinitely generated maximal ideal in the ring C[X]Q. The same argument works for
any algebraically closed field k. Hence, for any evaluation map at a ∈ k the associated maximal ideal in k[X]Q is
generated by the family {(X1/i −a1/i )}i∈Z>0 . Similarly, the maximal ideal associated to evaluation at (a1, . . . ,an) ∈ kn
in the ring k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q is generated by the family {(T 1/i1 − a1/i1 ), . . . , (T 1/in − a1/in )}i∈Z>0 .
For example, in the ring k[X]Q the evaluation map at a = 0 has the corresponding maximal ideal as
(2.5) q := 〈X,X1/2,X1/3, . . .〉 = X1/ii∈Z>0 and note that q
2 = q.
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It is necessary to have k as algebraically closed, so that all roots of a ∈ k can be obtained by solving equations
of the form X i −a = 0, i ∈ Z>0. For example 2 ∈Q and the corresponding ideal would be {(X1/i −21/i )}i∈Z>0 in the
ring Q[X]Q. But this gives
(2.6)
Q[X]Q
{(X1/i − 21/i )}i∈Z>0
=Q[21/i ]i∈Z>0 )Q.
Notice that Q[21/i ]i∈Z>0 is a field formed by union of field inclusions Q ⊂ Q[21/2] ⊂ Q[21/2,21/3] ⊂ . . .. The
standard argument of Zorn’s Lemma shows that every proper ideal of the ring k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q is contained within a
maximal ideal m.
2.1 Ideal
The affine algebraic set V can be defined by different polynomials of A. There exists a natural way to assign an
ideal in the ring A to the set V .
2.6 Definition. Let V be a subset of kn; the ideal of V , denoted as I(V ), is the set of polynomials vanishing on
V .
(2.7) I(V ) = {f ∈ k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q such that f (x) = 0 for all x ∈ V }.
The regular functions on V are defined as k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q/I(V ) also called the affine algebra of V and is denoted
as k[V ]Q or Γ(V ) (global sections).
Some properties are listed below, these are all analogous to the case of standard algebraic geometry.
1. V ⊂ V (I(V )) and V (I(V )) is the closure of V in the Zariski topology. If V is affine algebraic set then
V (I(V )) = V .
2. S ⊂ I(V (S)).
3. I(∅) = A
2.7 Proposition. For all irreducible affine algebraic sets, it is necessary and sufficient that its ideal is prime.
Proof. The proof is word for word the same as in [Rei88, pp. 61]
The above proposition can be expressed by saying that A/I(V ) is integral.
2.8 Corollary. If k is infinite, then kn is irreducible.
Proof. Since, k is infinite, the polynomials vanishing on all of kn is just zero. This gives I(kn) = (0) a prime ideal.
The first sentence follows from the fact that every polynomial with rational degree can be converted to an integer
degree polynomial by a change of variable, and the corresponding statement holds for integer degree polynomials
as shown in [MP07, pp 12, Prop 2.4].
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2.2 Nullstellensatz
In this section the weak Nullstellensatz is proved by adapting [BSCG09, p 17-18] and [MP07, pp 15]. Let k be an
uncountable algebraically closed field and A := k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q.
2.9 Theorem. Let k be algebraically closed and uncountable and I ( k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q be a proper ideal. Then V (I) is
non empty.
Proof. Using Zorn’s Lemma the ideal I ( A is contained within some maximal ideal m of A. Let B = A/m where
m is a maximal ideal and thus B is a field. Since, B is generated over k by the monomials in T1, . . . ,Tn and their
rational powers, the dimension dimk B (as a k vector space) is at most countable over k. Pick b ∈ B\k and consider
the family of elements
(2.8)
{
1
a− b
}
, a ∈ k with b fixed.
This family is uncountable because k is uncountable. Since, dimk B is countable, the elements of the family are
linearly dependent. Hence, there exists a relationship of the form
(2.9)
λ1
a1 − b
+ . . .+
λj
aj − b
= 0 for some j ∈Z>0
Multiplying throughout by
∏
i (ai − b) and setting ai = X gives a polynomial f (X) ∈ k[X] of degree > 0 such that
f (b) = 0, showing that b is algebraic over k. Since this holds for any arbitrary b ∈ B, the field B is algebraic over
k. But, k is algebraically closed, hence B = k.
Consider the images of T1, . . . ,Tn in the field B = k, given as a1, . . . ,an, in other words
(2.10) a1/ij := T
1/i
j modm i ∈Z>0.
If P(T1, . . . ,Tn) ∈m then P(a1, . . . ,an) = 0 or the point (a1, . . . ,an) ∈ kn is in V (I).
The following corollary requires finite generation of the ideal J .
2.10 Corollary. Let J be a finitely generated ideal of A,then I(V (J)) = rad(J).
Proof. The proof is via Rabinowitsch’s trick as in [HVS03, pp. 25]. Let J be a finitely generated ideal of A =
k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q and f ∈ I(V (J)) an arbitrary element, it needs to be shown that f N ∈ J for some N ∈Z>0.
The trick is to introduce a new variable t and define
(2.11) J ′ := (J , f t − 1) ⊳ A[t],
which implies that
(2.12) V (J ′) = {(a1, . . . ,an,b) ∈ kn+1 such that (a1, . . . ,an) ∈ V (J) and bf (a1, . . . ,an) = 1}
Let π be the projection of V (J ′) to the first n coordinates giving π(V (J ′)) ⊂ V (J) such that f (c1, . . . , cn) , 0 for
(c1, . . . , cn) ∈ π(V (J ′)). Since, f ∈ I(V (J)) hence V (J ′) = ∅. Hence, J ′ = A[t] by theorem 2.9. Since 1 ∈ A[t] = J ′,
this implies
(2.13) 1 =
r∑
i=1
gifi + g0 · (f t − 1) ∈ A[t],
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where 〈f1, . . . , fr〉 generate J and g0,g1, . . . ,gr ∈ A[t]. The variable t might appear in all the polynomials g0, . . . ,gr ,
let N ∈ Z>0 be the highest degree of t in all the gi . Multiplying the above equation with f N allows to set (f t)d = 1
for d ≤N in the polynomials gi and giving us new polynomials Gi in A[f ] = A.
(2.14)
f N =
r∑
i=1
f Ngifi + f
Ng0 · (f t − 1),
=
r∑
i=1
f Ngifi mod (f t − 1) set f t = 1 to get
≡
r∑
i=1
Gifi where Gi ∈ A[f ] = A
Since fi generate J this gives us that f
N ∈ J in the ring A[t]/(f t − 1).
Note that there is an injection A →֒ A[t]/(f t−1) since A is an integral domain and therefore injects into localization.
Thus, the relation f N ∈ J also holds in A.
3 Noether Normalization
This section adapts the arguments from [Sta16, Tag 00OW] to the case at hand.
3.1 Definition. Let I ⊂ k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q be an ideal, then k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q/I will be called rationally generated over
k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q.
3.2 Remark. If the degrees are integer then there is finite generation, but this is no longer the case here. For
example k[X]Q/〈X〉 is infinitely generated by {1,Xr }, r ∈Q∩ (0,1). This also shows that the monomials (X i )i∈Q>0
are linearly dependent for r ∈Q∩ [1,∞) in the ring k[X]Q/〈X〉.
3.3 Lemma. Let g ∈ k[X1, . . . ,Xn] be a non constant polynomial and ei ∈Z>0 such that e1 ≫ e2 ≫ . . .≫ en−1 ≫ en =
1, then the following holds with d > 0 and a ∈ k\{0}
(3.1) g(X1 +X
e1
n ,X2 +X
e2
n , . . . ,Xn−1 +X
en−1
n ,Xn) = aX
d
n + lower order terms in Xn.
3.4 Lemma. Let f ∈ k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q be a non constant polynomial and ai ∈ Q>0 such that a1 ≫ a2 ≫ . . .≫ an−1 ≫
an = 1, then the following holds with d
′ > 0 and a ∈ k\{0}.
(3.2) f (T
1/j1
1 +T
a1
n ,T
1/j2
2 +T
a2
n , . . . ,T
1/jn−1
n−1 +T
an−1
n ,Tn) = aT
d ′
n + lower order terms in Tn.
The ji ∈Z>0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Proof. Convert the rational degree polynomial f into an integer degree polynomial g ∈ k[X1, . . . ,Xn] as done in
the proof of lemma 1.4, by substitution T
1/ji
i 7→ Xi , then (3.1) gives
(3.3)
g(X1 +X
e1
n ,X2 +X
e2
n , . . . ,Xn−1 +X
en−1
n ,Xn) = aX
d
n + lower order terms in Xn.
f (T
1/j1
1 +T
a1
n ,T
1/j2
2 +T
a2
n , . . . ,T
1/jn−1
n−1 +T
an−1
n ,T
1/jn
n ) = aT
d ′
n + lower order terms in Tn.
Since T
1/jn
n 7→ Xn, this gives ai = ei /jn in the equation above.
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3.5 Proposition. Let k be a field and A = k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q. Let S
′ = A/I where I is a proper ideal of A. Then, there exist
Y
1/j1
1 , . . . ,Y
1/jn−1
n−1 ∈ A such that S ′ is rationally generated over k[Y1, . . . ,Yn−1]Q.
Proof. It suffices to prove for S = A/f where f is non zero element of A, since S ′ is quotient ring of S . Set
Y
1/j i
i = T
1/j i
i −T
ai
n for i = 1, . . . ,n for suitable rationals ai . It suffices to show that T¯
1/jn
n ∈ S satisfies a polynomial
with rational degree with coefficients in k[Y1, . . . ,Yn−1]Q.The expression f (T
1/j1
1 , . . . ,T
1/jn
n ), transforms to
(3.4) f (Y
1/j1
1 +T
a1
n , . . .+Y
1/jn−1
n−1 +T
an−1
n ,T
1/jn
n ) = 0
for T¯
1/jn
n ∈ S over k[Y1, . . . ,Yn−1]Q. The above equation gives via lemma 3.4.
(3.5) aT d
′
n + lower order terms in Tn = 0
implying generation over k[Y1, . . . ,Yn−1]Q.
3.6 Lemma. Let k be a field and A = k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q. Let S
′ = A/I where I is a proper ideal of A. Then there exists
r ≥ 0 and Y1, . . . ,Yr ∈ A such that S ′ is rationally generated over k[Y1, . . . ,Yr ]Q.
Proof. Proof by induction. For n = 0 choose r = 0 as well. For n > 0 if Ti are algebraically independent (that is
I = 0) then take Ti = Yi . If I , 0 then choose Y1, . . . ,Yn−1 by Proposition 3.5. Let S ⊂ S ′ be the subring generated
by image of rational powers of Yi . By induction r can be chosen such that the result holds, that is keep modding
out by ideal I till algebraically independent basis in terms of rational powers of Yi is obtained.
4 Rational functions and Morphisms
4.1 Definition. Let V ⊂ kn andW ⊂ km be two affine algebraic sets and let φ = (φ1, . . . ,φm) with φi : V → k such
that there is a map φ : V →W . Then φ is called regular if every φi ∈ k[V ]Q.

The composition of two polynomials with rational degree might not be polynomial with a rational degree but a
series associated with Newton’s fractional Binomial expansion. For example let f1 = 1+X
1/2 +X2 and f2 = 1+X ,
then
(4.1) f1 ◦ f2 = 1+ (1+X)1/2 + (1+X)2 < k[X]Q
On the other hand an evaluation at the point x ∈ k leads to the equality
(4.2) (f1 ◦ f2)(x) = f1(f2(x)) ∈ k for all x ∈ k algebraically closed.
Thus, it is not possible to obtain an antiequivalence of categories from morphism of varieties V →W to a ring
homomorphism k[W ]→ k[V ]. This also shows that morphism of schemes is the correct approach to the problem.
4.2 Definition. 1. Let k(V )Q denote the field of fractions of k[V ]Q, the elements f ∈ k(V )Q are called rational
functions on V .
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2. The rational function f is regular at a point p ∈ V if there is a representation of the form f = g/h with
h(p) , 0. The domain of definition of f is given as
(4.3) dom(f ) := {p ∈ V such that f is regular at p}.
3. The local ring of V at p is given as
(4.4) OV ,p = {f ∈ k(V )Q such that f is regular at p} = k[V ]Q[1/h] such that h(p) , 0.
The maximal ideal is mV ,p = {f ∈ OV ,p such that f (p) = 0}.
4.1 Finite Fields
In this section let k be an algebraically closed field of charp, then (X1/p+Y 1/p)p = X+Y or X1/p+Y 1/p = (X+Y )1/p
in the ring k[X,Y ]Q. This immediately leads us to consider the ring obtained from k[X] by attaching X
1/pi , i ∈Z>0.
4.1.1 degZ[1/p] via Direct Limit
4.3 Construction. Consider the following inclusions
(4.5) k[X] ⊆ k[X,X1/p] ⊆ k[X,X1/p ,X1/p2 ,X1/p3 ] ⊆ . . . ⊆ lim−−→
i
k[X,. . . ,X1/p
i
] =
⋃
i
k[X,. . . ,X1/p
i
]
The above construction can be carried onto multiple variables
(4.6)
k[X1, . . . ,Xn] ⊆ k[X1,X1/p1 , . . . ,Xn,X
1/p
n ] ⊆ k[X1,X1/p1 ,X
1/p2
1 , . . . ,Xn,X
1/p
n ,X
1/p2
n ] ⊆ . . .
. . . ⊆ lim−−→
i
k[X1, . . . ,X
1/pi
1 , . . . ,Xn . . . ,X
1/pi
n ] =
⋃
i
k[X1, . . . ,X
1/pi
1 , . . . ,Xn, . . . ,X
1/pi
n ]
4.4 Definition. The following notation will be used throughout
(4.7)
k[X]Z[1/p] =
⋃
i
k[X,. . . ,X1/p
i
]
k[X1, . . . ,Xn]Z[1/p] =
⋃
i
k[X1, . . . ,X
1/pi
1 , . . . ,Xn, . . . ,X
1/pi
n ]
Since, (X1+. . .+Xn)
1/p = X
1/p
1 +. . .+X
1/p
n the composition of two polynomials with a rational degree is a polynomial
and the (4.1) can now be expressed as
(4.8) f1 ◦ f2 = 1+ (1+X)1/2 + (1+X)2 = 1+1+X1/2 + (1+X)2 ∈ k[X]Z[1/2] where chark = 2.
In what follows, [Rei88] and [HVS03] are adapted to the case at hand.
4.5 Definition. Let V ⊂Ank and W ⊂ Ank be algebraic sets, a map φ : V →W is a polynomial map if there are
φ1, . . . ,φm ∈ k[X1, . . . ,Xn]Z[1/p] such that
(4.9) φ(p) = (φ1(p), . . . ,φm(p)) for all p ∈ V
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Since composition of two polynomials with degreeZ[1/p] over a field of charp is again an element of k[X1, . . . ,Xn]Z[1/p],
the maps between algebraic sets can be composed. If V ⊂ An,W ⊂ Am and U ⊂ Aℓ are algebraic sets, and
φ : V →W,ϕ : W → U are polynomial maps then ϕ ◦φ : V → U is again a polynomial map. If φ is given by
(φ1, . . . ,φm) and ϕ by (ϕ1, . . . ,ϕℓ), then ϕ ◦φ is given by
(4.10) ϕ1(φ1, . . . ,φm), . . . ,ϕℓ(φ1, . . . ,φm) ∈ k[X1, . . . ,Xn]Z[1/p]
The following is an analogue of [Rei88, pp 73]
4.6 Theorem. Let V ⊂An,W ⊂ Am and U ⊂ Aℓ be algebraic sets as above.
1. A polynomial map φ : V → W induces a k-algebra homomorphism φ∗ : k[W ]Z[1/p] → k[V ]Z[1/p], defined by
composition of functions; that is, if g ∈ k[W ]Z[1/p] is a polynomial function then so is φ∗(g) = g ◦φ.
2. If φ : V →W and ϕ :W →U are polynomial maps then (ϕ ◦φ)∗ = φ∗ ◦ϕ∗.
3. If Φ : k[W ]→ k[V ] then it is of the form Φ = φ∗ where φ : V →W is a unique polynomial map.
Proof. 1. For g ∈ k[W ]Z[1/p] define φ∗(g) = g ◦φ = g(φ1, . . . ,φm) ∈ k[V ]Z[1/p]. The map φ∗ is a ring homo-
morphism since
(4.11)
φ∗(g1 + g2) = (g1 + g2) ◦φ = g1 ◦φ + g2 ◦φ = φ∗(g1) +φ∗(g2)
φ∗(g1 · g2) = (g1 · g2) ◦φ = (g1 ◦φ) · (g2 ◦φ) = φ∗(g1) ·φ∗(g2)
2. Let h ∈ k[U ]Z[1/p]
(4.12) (ϕ ◦φ)∗(h) = h ◦ϕ ◦φ = ϕ∗(h) ◦φ = φ∗ ◦ϕ∗(h).
3. Since, W ⊂Amk this gives
(4.13) k[W ] =
k[Y1, . . . ,Ym]Z[1/p]
I(W )
= k[y1, . . . ,ym]Z[1/p] where y
1/pj
i = Y
1/pj
i + I(W )
for j ∈ Z[1/p]≥0. Since, Φ : k[W ]Z[1/p] → k[V ]Z[1/p] is given define φi ∈ k[V ]Z[1/p] as φi = Φ(yi ) This
gives a polynomial map φ := (φ1, . . . ,φm) : V → Am . First, it is shown that f (V ) ⊂ W . Let G ∈ I(W ) ⊂
k[Y1, . . . ,Ym]Z[1/p]; then
(4.14) G(y1, . . . ,yn) = 0 ∈ k[W ],
which is simply substitution of Yi with yi . This gives Φ(G(y1, . . . ,ym)) = 0 ∈ k[V ]. Since Φ is a k algebra
homomorphism
(4.15) 0 = Φ(G(y1, . . . ,ym)) =G(Φ(y1), . . . ,Φ(ym)) =G(φ1, . . . ,φm)⇒ f (V ) ⊂W.
It needs to be checked that φ∗ = Φ and it is enough to check on the generators of k[W ]Z[1/p], that is
Φ(yi ) = φ
∗(yi ) = φi . But, this holds since it is the definition of φi . This also shows that φ = (φ1, . . . ,φm) is
the unique polynomial with Φ = φ∗.
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5 Projective Geometry
A definition analogous to that of affine varieties is needed, but the problem is that the homogeneous coordinates
(x0 : · · · : xn) not being uniquely defined, even the value of polynomial at the point is not unique. In fact, only the
zeros of the polynomials are of interest us. These will be defined for a certain category of polynomials.
5.1 Definition. A rational degree polynomial f ∈ k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q is homogeneous of degree d ∈Q≥0 if
(5.1) f =
∑
i0...in
ai0...inT
i0
0 · · ·T inn with ai0...in , 0 only if i0 + . . . + in = d.
Any f ∈ k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q has a unique expression f = f0 + . . . + fN with terms arranged with increasing degree in
which each fd is homogeneous of degree d ∈Q≥0.
5.2 Proposition. If f is homogeneous of degree d then
(5.2) f (λT0, . . . ,λTn) = λ
d f (T0, . . . ,Tn) for all λ ∈ k;
if k is infinite then converse holds too.
Proof. Only the converse needs to be proved. If k is infinite then f (X) vanishes on a finite set of k. Thus,
f (λT0, . . . ,λTn) = λ
df (T0, . . . ,Tn) for almost all k implying homogeneous of degree d .
An immediate consequence is that if F is homogeneous for λ ∈ k\{0}
F(x1, . . . ,x0) = 0 ⇐⇒ F(λx0, . . . ,λxn) = 0
5.1 Graded Rings and Homogeneous Ideals
Recall that a ring or a module can be graded over a commutative monoid ∆ as shown in [Bou98a, p 363, Chapter
II, §1].
The graded polynomial ring is given as
(5.3)
A =
⊕
d∈Q≥0
Ad , where
Ad = {f ∈ k[T0, . . . ,Tn]Q such that f is homogeneous of degree d} ∪ {0}
5.3 Definition. An ideal I ⊳ k[T0, . . . Tn]Q is homogeneous if for all f ∈ I , there is a homogeneous decomposition
of f
(5.4) f = f0 + . . .+ fN , fi ∈ I is homogeneous of degree di for all i.
The homogeneous ideal satisfies I =
⊕
d≥0(I ∩Ad ).
5.4 Definition. The irrelevant ideal is given by
(5.5) A+ =
⊕
d>0
Ad .
The above can also be expressed as A+ =
⋃
i∈Z>0 (T0, . . . ,T
1/i
0 , . . . ,Tn , . . . ,T
1/i
n ).
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5.5 Definition. 1. Let S ⊂ k[T0, . . . ,Tn]Q be a set of homogeneous polynomials, the projective algebraic set
defined by S is given as
(5.6) Vp(S) = {x ∈Pnk such that F ∈ S for all F(x) = 0}.
2. Let V ⊂ Pnk , then the ideal of V is given as
(5.7) Ip(V ) = {F ∈ k[T0, . . . ,Tn]Q such that F(x) = 0 for all x ∈ V }.
This is a homogeneous ideal.
3. The graded ring associated to projective algebraic set V is given as the graded quotient ring
(5.8) Γh(V ) = k[T0, . . . ,Tn]Q/Ip(V )
4. Let f ∈ Γh(V ) such that deg f > 0, the open sets are given as
(5.9) D+(f ) = {x ∈ V such that f (x) , 0}
Since, the rings at hand are non-noetherian it cannot be assumed that the set S is finite. Once again, V (I(V )) is
closure of V .
5.6 Example. The hyperplane at infinity is given by
(5.10) Hi = {(x0,x1, · · · : xn) ∈Pnk such that xi = 0}.
Since, k is a field this also translates to x
j
i = 0 for j ∈Q>0. The corresponding open set is given as
(5.11) Ui = {(x0,x1, · · · ,xn) ∈Pnk such that xi , 0}.
The above example gives a covering of Pnk =U0 ∪ . . .∪Un. There is a bijection
(5.12)
ji :Ui →Ank
(x0, . . . ,xi , . . . : xn) 7→
(
x0
xi
, . . . ,
xn
xi
)
6 Projective Nullstellensatz
6.1 Affine cone
Let π : An+1k {0, . . . ,0} → Pnk be the canonical projection and I ⊂ k[T0, . . . ,Tn]Q a homogeneous ideal. There are
two sets corresponding to this ideal the projective zero set V (I) ∈ Pnk and the affine zero set V a(I) ⊂ Ank , also
called the affine cone over projective set Y = V (I) and denoted as C(Y ).
(6.1)
V a(I) = π−1(V (I))∪ {0, . . . ,0} for I ( k[T0, . . . ,Tn]Q.
(x0, . . . ,xn) ∈ V a(I) ⇐⇒ (λx0, . . . ,λxn) ∈ V a(I) for all λ ∈ k×.
If I = k[T0, . . . ,Tn]Q then C(Y ) = 0. The affine cone often helps to reduce a projective problem to an affine problem.
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6.1 Theorem. Let k be an algebraically closed field and J ⊂ k[T0, . . . ,Tn+1]Q a finitely generated homogeneous ideal,
then:
1. V (J) = ∅ if and only if rad(J) ⊃ (T0, . . . ,Tn).
2. If V (J) , ∅, then I(V (J)) = rad(J).
Proof. 1. Let x ∼ y iff x = λy,λ ∈ k× for x,y ∈ V a(J), then
(6.2)
Pnk ⊃ V (J) = (V a(J)− {0, . . . ,0})/ ∼
or V (J) = ∅ ⇐⇒ V a(J) ⊂ {0, . . . ,0}
Affine Nullstellensatz then gives rad(J) ⊃ (T0, . . . ,Tn).
2. If V (J) ,∅, then from affine Nullstellensatz
(6.3) f ∈ I(V (J)) ⇐⇒ f ∈ I(V a(J)) ⇐⇒ f ∈ rad(J).
6.2 Standard Affine Charts
Let X ⊂ Pnk be an algebraic set not contained in any of the hyperplanes of Pnk , then X can be covered with X(i)
where each X(i) = X ∩Ui . Hence, each X(i) ⊂ Ank is an affine algebraic set. If I(X) is the homogeneous ideal
associated to X and X(n) = X ∩Un, then the following hold
(6.4)
I(X(n)) = {f (T0, . . . ,Tn−1,1) such that f ∈ I(X)}
I(X)d =
{
T dn · f
(
T0
Tn
, . . . ,
Tn−1
Tn
)
such that f ∈ I(X(n)) and deg f ≤ d
}
where I(X)d denotes the degree d homogeneous part. Hence, there is a correspondence
(6.5) {algebraic sets X ⊂ Pnk such that X 1Hi } ↔ {algebraic sets X(i) ⊂Ui ≃Ank }
7 Schemes
Let X = Spec A endowed with Zariski topology and f ∈ A, the open set and closed sets are given as
(7.1) D(f ) := Spec A\V (f ) V (f ) := {p ∈ Spec A such that f ∈ p}
Recall that Spec A is quasicompact and V (I) ⊂ V (J) if and only if J ⊂ radI . Thus it is possible to cover the space
with finitely open sets {D(fi)} which form the base of the space and define the sheaf on open sets as OX (D(f )) = Af .
The localization is done at the multiplicatively closed set {1, f , f 2, f 3, . . .}. Hence, the affine scheme is of the form
(7.2) (Spec k[T1, . . . ,Tn]Q,OSpec k[T1,...,Tn]Q).
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The affine pieces can be glued together to get projective space. Let 0 ≤ i, j ≤ n and
(7.3) Xi = Spec k
[
T0
Ti
, . . . ,
Tn
Ti
]
Q
, Xij =D
(
Tj
Ti
)
⊂ Xi .
Note that Xii =D(1) and thus corresponds to all of Xi (none of the prime ideals of Xi contain 1). This gives
(7.4)
OXi (Xij ) = k
[
T0
Ti
, . . . ,
Tj
Ti
, . . .
Tn
Ti
]
Q
localised at
Tj
Ti
OXi (Xij ) = k
[
T0
Ti
, . . . ,
Tj
Ti
, . . .
Tn
Ti
,
Ti
Tj
]
Q
Change Variable to get an isomorphism
= k
[
T0
Tj
, . . . ,
Ti
Tj
, . . .
Tn
Tj
,
Tj
Ti
]
Q
= k
[
T0
Tj
, . . . ,
Ti
Tj
, . . .
Tn
Tj
]
Q
localised at
Ti
Tj
= OXj (Xji )
7.1 Remark. The ring k[X,Y ]Q can be localized at the multiplicatively closed set {Xr }r∈Q≥0 or at the multiplica-
tively closed set {1,X,X2, . . .} = {Xr}r∈Z≥0 , it will yield the same ring. For some f ∈ k[X,Y ]Q, the set f r , r ∈ Q>0
might not be defined, or f r may yield a power series via fractional newton Binomial theorem which does not lie
in the ring k[X,Y ]Q. The main idea is to work with multiplicatively closed set with integer degrees, so that the
results from standard algebraic geometry are carried over verbatim.
8 Proj and Twisting Sheaves O (n)
Let A be a graded ring over Q it can be endowed with decomposition A = ⊕d≥0Ad of abelian groups such that
AdAe ⊆ Ad+e for all d,e ≥ 0 where d,e ∈ Q. Similarly graded A modules can be defined with AdMe ⊆Md+e for
all d,e ≥ 0 and d,e ∈Q. A homogeneous ideal is of the form I = ⊕d≥0(I ∩Ad ) and the quotient A/I has a natural
grading (A/I)d = Ad /(I ∩Ad ). Let ProjA denote the set of prime ideals of A that do not contain A+ := ⊕d>0Ad ,
then ProjA can be endowed with the structure of a scheme. The closed and open sets for homogeneous ideals I
are of the form
(8.1)
V+(I) := {p ∈ ProjA such that I ⊆ p}
D+(f ) := ProjA\V (f A).
Let n ∈Q and A a Q module, define a new graded A module A(n)d := An+d for all d ∈Q, define OX (n) := A(n)˜.
The ˜ denotes the localization on the affine open. Thus, on D+(f ) an affine open subset OX (n)|D+(f ) = f nOX |D+(f ),
furthermore, the usual equality holds OX (n)⊗OX OX (m) = OX (n+m).
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8.1 O (1)
Consider Proj k[X0,X1]Q, the affine open sets are
(8.2) U0 =D(X0) = Spec k[(X1/X0)]Q and U1 =D(X1) = Spec k[(X0/X1)]Q.
The transition function from U1 to U0 is given as X1/X0. Let r ∈Q∩ (0,1)
(8.3)
Global Section X0 +X
r
0X
1−r
1 +X1
U1 (X0/X1) + (X0/X1)
r +1
U0 1+ (X1/X0)
1−r + (X1/X0)
8.2 Computing Cohomology
The global sections of degree 2 of Proj R[X,Y ] are generated by X2,XY ,Y 2, where as the global sections of
degree 2 of Proj R[X,Y ]Q are given as X
2,Y 2,XY ,XriY 1−ri for ri ∈Q∩ (0,2), and are thus infinitely many.
8.1 Theorem. Let S = R[X0, . . . ,Xn]Q and X = Proj S , then for any n ∈Q
1. There is an isomorphism S ≃ ⊕n∈QH0(X,OX (n)).
2. Hn(X,OX (−n− 1)) is a free module of infinite rank.
Proof. 1. Take the standard cover by affine sets U = {Ui }i where each Ui = D(Xi ), i = 0, . . . ,n. The global
sections are given as the kernel of the following map
(8.4)
∏
SXi0
−→
∏
SXi0Xi1
The element mapping to the Kernel has to lie in all the intersections S = ∩iSXi , as given on [Har77, pp 118]
and is thus the ring S itself.
2. Hn(X,OX (−m)) is the cokernel of the map
(8.5) dn−1 :
∏
k
SX0···Xˆk ···Xn −→ SX0 ···Xn
SX0···Xn is a free R module with basis X
l0
0 · · ·X lnn with each li ∈ Q. The image of dn−1 is the free submodule
generated by those basis elements with atleast one li ≥ 0. Thus Hn is the free module with basis as negative
monomials
(8.6) {X l00 · · ·X
ln
n } such that li < 0
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The grading is given by
∑
li and there are infinitely many monomials with degree −n−ǫ where ǫ is something
very small and ǫ ∈ Q. Recall, that in the standard coherent cohomology there is only one such monomial
X−10 · · ·X−1n . For example, in case of P2 we have X−10 X−11 X−12 but for the case at hand we also have
X−1/20 X
−1/2
1 X
−2
2 .
Recall that in coherent cohomology of Pn the dual basis of X
m0
0 · · ·X
mn
n is given by X
−m0−1
0 · · ·X
−mn−1
n and
the operation of multiplication gives pairing. We do not have this pairing here, but we can pair X
m0
0 with
X
−m0
0 .
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8.2 Theorem. Let S = R[X0, . . . ,Xn]Q and X = Proj R, then H
i(X,OX (m)) = 0 if 0 < i < n.
Proof. The proof from [Vak17, pp 474-475] is adapted to the case at hand, using the convention that Γ denotes
global sections. We will work with n = 2 for the sake of clarity, the case for general n is identical. The Cˇech
complex is given in figure 1.
U0 U0 ∩U1
⊕ ⊕
0 P2 U1 U0 ∩U2 U0 ∩U1 ∩U2 0
⊕ ⊕
U2 U1 ∩U2
ΓX0 ΓX0,X1
⊕ ⊕
0 Γ ΓX1 ΓX0,X2 ΓX0,X1,X2 0
⊕ ⊕
ΓX2 ΓX1,X2
Figure 1: Cˇech Complex for n = 2
3 negative exponents The monomial X
a0
0 ·Xa11 ·Xa22 where ai < 0. We cannot lift it to any of the coboundaries
(that is lift only to 0 coefficients). If K012 denotes the coefficient of the monomial in the complex (Figure 2),
we get zero cohomology except for the spot corresponding to U0 ∩U1 ∩U2.
0 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0 0 0 K012 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0
Figure 2: 3 negative exponents
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2 negative exponents The monomial X
a0
0 ·X
a1
1 ·X
a2
2 where two exponents are negative, say a0,a1 < 0. Then we
can perfectly lift to coboundary coming from U0 ∩U1, which gives exactness.
0 K01
⊕ ⊕
0 0 0 0 K012 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0
Figure 3: 2 negative exponents
1 negative exponent The monomial X
a0
0 · X
a1
1 · X
a2
2 where one exponents is negative, say a0 < 0, we get the
complex (Figure 4). Notice that K0 maps injectively giving zero cohomology group.
K0 K01
⊕ ⊕
0 0 0 K02 K012 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0
Figure 4: 1 negative exponent
Furthermore, the mapping in the Figure 5 gives Kernel when f = g which is possible for zero only. Again
giving us zero cohomology groups.
K0 f
⊕ ⊕
0 0 0 g f − g 0
⊕ ⊕
0 0
Figure 5: Mapping for 1 negative exponent
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0 negative exponent The monomial X
a0
0 ·X
a1
1 · X
a2
2 where none of the exponents is negative ai > 0, gives the
complex Figure 6.
K0 K01
⊕ ⊕
0 KH0 K1 K02 K012 0
⊕ ⊕
K2 K12
Figure 6: 0 negative exponent
Consider the SES of complex as in Figure 7 . The top and bottom row come from the 1 negative exponent
case, thus giving zero cohomology. The SES of complex gives LES of cohomology groups, since top and
bottom row have zero cohomology, so does the middle.
0 0 K2 K02 ⊕K12 K012 0
0 KH0 K0 ⊕K1⊕K2 K01 ⊕K02 ⊕K12 K012 0
0 KH0 K0 ⊕K1 K01 0 0
Figure 7: SES of Complex
8.3 Kunneth Formula
We can produce a complex for Pn ×Pm by taking tensor product of the corresponding Cˇech complex associated
with each space, and by the Theorem of Eilenberg-Zilber we get
(8.7) H i (Pn ×Pm ,O (a,b)) =
i∑
j=0
H j (Pn ,O (a))⊗H i−j (Pm ,O (b)) a,b ∈Q
Furthermore, we can define a cup product following [Liu02, pp 194] to get a homomorphism
(8.8) ⌣:Hp(Pn,O (a))×Hq(Pm ,O (b))→Hp+q(Pn ×Pm ,O (a,b)) a,b ∈Q
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9 Tangent Space
The tangent space is defined as its analogue in differential geometry.
9.1 Definition. Let f be an irreducible polynomial of rational degree in k[X1, . . . ,Xn]Q, then the tangent space at
P = (a1, . . . ,an) ∈ V (f ) is defined as
(9.1) TP (V ) :=
n∑
i=1
∂f
∂Xi
(P)(Xi − ai) = 0.
The maximal ideal of the ring k[X1, . . . ,Xn]Q corresponding to a point (a1, . . . ,an) is given as m below (also shown
in remark 2.5).
(9.2) m := {X1/i1 − a1/i1 , . . . ,X1/in − a1/in }i∈Z>0 , and m =m2, implying m/m2 = 0.
Thus, it is not possible to express the tangent space as dual of m/m2.
9.1 Jacobian Criterion
If the irreducible hypersurface is generated by (f1, . . . , fr ) ∈ k[X1, . . . ,Xn]Q then the tangent space is given as the
cokernel of the map kr → kn, where the map is the Jacobian matrix.
(9.3)

∂f1
∂x1
(p) · · · ∂fr
∂x1
(p)
...
. . .
...
∂f1
∂xn
(p) · · · ∂fr
∂xn
(p)

.
10 Real Degrees
Every real number can be approximated by a sequence of rational numbers, for example take the decimal expansion
for the real number. This allows construction of real degree polynomials obtained by a sequence of rational degree
polynomials. Let j ∈ R≥0 be approximated by a sequence of rational numbers {r1, r2, . . .}, then the polynomial
Xj − t can be obtained as a limit from the sequence of polynomials Xr1 − t,Xr2 − t, . . .. Hence, it makes perfect
sense to talk about polynomials of the form X
√
2 − 1.
Let the one variable ring of polynomials with real degree be denoted as k[X]R, then the basis is uncountable and
formed by {Xr }r∈R≥0 , thus the standard proof of Nullstellensatz does not apply. But, it is still possible to talk about
zeros of such a polynomial in terms of affine algebraic sets. For example the zero of X
√
2 −√5
√
2
is
√
5.
The definitions can be carried over word for word, but it is not clear what would be the corresponding theorems.
Some results are clear as the day, for example formation of projective space with real degree, the corresponding lo-
calization at {1,Ti ,T 2i , . . .} to get to affine space or simply localization at the multiplicatively closed set {1, f , f 2, . . .}.
These real degrees can be immensely useful in mirror symmetry.
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11 Applications
In this section applications of rational degree are discussed. All of the applications are not possible in integer
degree.
11.1 Embeddings into projective space
Innumerable embeddings of rational degree in the projective space can be constructed. An example is given below,
the reader is encouraged to come up with their own examples.
11.1 Example. The following is a degree one embedding over an algebraically closed field k.
(11.1)
[x : y]→ [x : x1/2y1/2 : y]
[x : y]→ [x : x1/3y2/3 : x1/2y1/2 : x2/3y1/3 : y]
[x : y]→ [x : x1/4y3/4 : x1/2y1/2 : x3/4y1/4 : y]
[x : y]→ [x : x1/5y4/5 : x2/5y3/5 : x1/2y1/2 : x3/5y2/5 : x4/5y1/5 : y]
...
...
...
Each space comes out of [x : y] ∈ P1, but an infinite tower of spaces can be constructed on the right hand side
with one space sitting inside the other space, just like Matryoshka dolls sitting inside each other.
11.2 Perfectoid Rings
Let K be a perfectoid field and oK be its ring of integers which is p adically complete (as introduced in [Sch12]).
Thus, p adic completion of oK again gives oK and the neighborhood of zero is generated by the prime p. For
example, K =Qp(p
1/p∞ )ˆ and ok =Zp[p
1/p∞ ]ˆ = ∪i∈NZp[p1/pi ]ˆ where ˆ denotes the p adic completion.
In this section restricted power series K〈X1/p∞〉 are constructed via direct limit as introduced in this manuscript.
The original construction as given in [Sch12] is via inverse limit perfection.
Following the construction 4.3 consider the ring of polynomials with degree Z[1/p] and coefficients in oK
(11.2) oK [X
1/p∞ ] := oK [X]Z[1/p] = lim−−→
i
oK [X,. . . ,X
1/pi ].
The ring oK [X
1/p∞ ] can be completed with respect to prime p to obtain the restricted power series ring oK 〈X1/p
∞〉.
The construction of restricted power series is shown in [Bou98b, pp 213, §4.2].
Similarly, the ring oK [X
1/p∞
0 , . . . ,X
1/p∞
n ] := oK [X0, . . . ,Xn]Z[1/p] can be completed p adically (via inverse limit lim←−−)
to give
(11.3) oK 〈X
1/p∞
0 , . . . ,X
1/p∞
n 〉 := lim←−− lim−−→
i
oK [X0, . . . ,X
1/pi
0 , . . . ,Xn, . . .X
1/pi
n ].
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More concretely the ring oK 〈X1/p
∞
0 , . . . ,X
1/p∞
n 〉 consists of power series whose coefficients converge p adically to
zero as given below.
(11.4)
∑
j∈Z[1/p]n≥0
ai1...inX
i1
0 · · ·X
in
n , aj ∈ oK , lim
j→∞
∣∣∣aj ∣∣∣ = 0,
where j is a multi index representing the tuple (i1, . . . , in). Taking the generic fiber gives the ring K〈X1/p∞〉 =
K ⊗oK oK 〈X1/p
∞〉 = K〈X1/p∞〉.
The approach in this paper also allows construction of oK 〈X〉Z[1/d] or oK 〈X〉Q obtained from p adic completion of
ok[X]Z[1/d] and oK [X]Q respectively. These rings cannot be constructed via inverse limit perfection. Furthermore,
taking the generic fiber or inverting p gives
(11.5) K ⊗oK oK 〈X〉Z[1/d] = K〈X〉Z[1/d] and K ⊗oK oK 〈X〉Q = K〈X〉Q.
The direct limit approach allows the use Grothendieck’s and Raynaud’s Theory of formal schemes to construct
perfectoid spaces, rather than using Huber’s approach as done by [Sch12]. This work is being done in [Bed19].
11.3 Rees Algebra
Let Zp be the ring of p adic integers, then the Rees Algebra (blow up algebra) associated with the ideal 〈p〉 is given
as
(11.6)
⊕
n≥0
pn =Zp ⊕ p⊕ p2 ⊕ . . . .
Reducing the above mod p destroys the Rees algebra giving only Fp . This destruction can be avoided if con-
structions in this manuscript are used.
The ring Zp[X]Q gives the ring Zp[p]Q by setting X = p. Let us now define the modified fractional blow up
algebra as
(11.7) Zp ⊕

⊕
n∈Q>0
pn
 .
Reducing the above mod p does not destroy the blow up algebra completely. The example above carries verbatim
to a Discrete Valuation Ring with uniformizing parameter ̟.
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